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Golden or gilded jubilee? A research agenda for
actorness
Edith Drieskens

Leuven International and European Studies, KU Leuven, Belgium

ABSTRACT
This article explores, explains and challenges the state of the art of actorness, one
of the most recognizable concepts in the study of the European Union (EU)’s
international functioning. Covering 45 years of research (1970–2015), it
examines the notion’s conceptual history, discusses its main findings, analyses
its limitations and opportunities, and formulates suggestions for future work.
It argues that the status quo can be seen through two opposing lenses – that
of an optimist and that of a pessimist – and suggests two research shifts and
specific recommendations to realize them in order to flip the notion’s
upcoming 50th anniversary from gilded to golden.

KEYWORDS Actorness; effectiveness; EU foreign policy; EU external relations; influence

Introduction

Over half a century of research on the European Union’s (EU’s) functioning at
the global level has produced a multitude of concepts and metaphors
(Manners 2010). Some have disappeared as quickly as they arrived; others
prove tried and trusted. Actorness stands as a key example of the latter cat-
egory, having become one of the most prominent concepts for analysing
the EU’s functioning in international relations. Long story short: the notion
originated in the early 1970s, had its academic breakthrough in the late
1990s and, after a period of more prominent focus on the EU’s international
identity, received renewed academic attention in recent years.

Scholars explain the current interest in actorness as a logical consequence
of the Lisbon Treaty’s (failed) promise to strengthen the EU’s role as an inter-
national actor (Bretherton and Vogler 2013; da Conceição-Heldt and Meunier
2014; Niemann and Bretherton 2013; see also Larsen 2004). At the same time,
important objections can be, and have been, raised against the notion’s con-
tinued use. Some of these are relatively easy to overcome, like the strong
interconnectedness of actorness and study of EU integration; others are
much more fundamental, notably the lack of consensus on what constitutes
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an international actor. So what is it about actorness that accounts for its
enduring appeal and utility? What does this notion teach about the EU?
And how can its strengths be enforced and its weaknesses remedied?
Taking up these questions, this article explores, explains and questions the
state of the art of actorness. The first section discusses the notion’s conceptual
history and development. The following section defines its main strengths
and weaknesses by reporting on recent actorness research (2000–2015).
The final section looks for suggestions that may help bring the sparkle that
normally comes with a golden jubilee.

Conceptual history

The conceptual history of actorness is relevant beyond traditional scene-
setting. Revisiting the past gives a first indication of how difficult or easy it
is to repair the notion’s gilded reputation by following recommendations
defined in the literature. These are (1) to take a more systematic approach
towards operationalization, and (2) to disconnect actorness from the EU
(see below). There is good and bad news here. The good news is that the sym-
biosis between actorness and the EU is a longstanding reality, though not
imperative. The bad news is that the variety in operationalization goes to
the heart of the notion: the notion of actorness is derived from actor and
there has been no academic consensus on the generic qualities that consti-
tute an international actor.

Despite this lack of consensus, the nation-state has been the benchmark
unit in actorness research, symbolizing its influence in international relations
(Dryburgh 2008; Huigens and Niemann 2011; Sjöstedt 1977). This is no sur-
prise. Mentioned first in 1970, actorness embodied the changing international
context surrounding its creators. It echoed the growing awareness that
nation-states, even if still predominant, were no longer the only actors in inter-
national relations (Drieskens 2015a). Witnessing this context of both continu-
ity and change, scholars introduced actorness to assess the extent to which
emerging collectives could be regarded as international actors. More specifi-
cally, Cosgrove and Twitchett (1970) introduced the notion of actorness to
grasp the rising influence of the United Nations (UN) and the European Econ-
omic Communities (EEC) in international politics. They found that these
entities:

coexist with sovereign states and in varying degrees most of their members
have come to expect if not rely upon their existence and services. A similar
statement could perhaps be made regarding some regional bodies like the
O.A.U. [Organization of African Unity], but these do not possess the quality of
actorness in the same degree. (Cosgrove and Twitchett 1970: 12; emphasis in
the original)
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These observations inspired the development of a ‘tentative theory of actor-
ness’, which stipulated that an international organization’s capacity to act
globally depended on three elements: its autonomous decision-making
power; its impact in international relations; and, most importantly, the signifi-
cance attached to it (by its members) (Cosgrove and Twitchett 1970: 12–14).

Most authors defining (EU) actorness do not or only minimally refer to the
work of Cosgrove and Twitchett. Instead, they accredit Sjöstedt (1977) with
the formulation of the concept, even though he did not mention it specifically.
Sjöstedt’s work illustrated that scholars and practitioners received with
admiration the emerging European integration process in the mid-1970s,
while also raising questions about its nature and direction. Aiming at diagno-
sis as well as prognosis, Sjöstedt developed a model in which two conditions
must be fulfilled for the European Community (EC) to be regarded as an actor
in international relations: it must display a minimal degree of both internal
cohesion and separateness from its internal environment (Sjöstedt 1977:
15). These considerations laid the foundation for a widely cited definition of
actor capability, which trickled (in part or in whole) into scholars’ definitions
of (EU) actorness: ‘The actor capability is, in principle, a measure of the auton-
omous unit’s capacity to behave actively and deliberately in relation to other
actors in the international system’ (Sjöstedt 1977: 16). As it was borne of the
EC’s development in the 1970s, the widespread use of this definition has left a
strong European imprint on actorness research (Sjöstedt 1977: 126).

The symbiosis between the notion of actorness and the reality of European
integration became even more visible during the 1990s. The search for expla-
nations for the EU’s (lacking) performance brought actorness to the forefront
again and even facilitated its breakthrough. Most scholars in the early 1990s
used actorness as a building block in a broader discourse on presence (Allen
and Smith 1990). By the end of the 1990s, actorness became a more central
focus for researchers, even a stand-alone concept (Larsen 2004). The often-
cited frameworks of Jupille and Caporaso (1998) and Bretherton and Vogler
(1999, 2006, 2013) illustrate this turnaround. They incorporate presence as a
variable in actorness-related research, be it to different extents and in differ-
ent ways. For Bretherton and Vogler, presence – alongside opportunity and
capability – is one of the three pillars defining actorness. By contrast, Jupille
and Caporaso briefly touch upon its importance when discussing the
dynamics of recognition, which, together with authority, autonomy and cohe-
sion, frames their understanding of actorness.

These different operationalizations may seem puzzling. They originated
around the same time, referred to some of the same studies and explored
the EU’s functioning in related spheres. There are, however, important differ-
ences between them, both in terms of ambition and approach. First, Jupille
and Caporaso aimed for a framework with relevance beyond the EU, while
Bretherton and Vogler conceptualized the EU as a sui generis actor. And
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second, whereas both frameworks reveal a strong textual focus on internal
variables – i.e., variables related to the EU’s internal functioning – to explain
EU actorness, Bretherton and Vogler put an equally strong focus on identity
(i.e., presence) and systemic variables (i.e., opportunity), whereas only
glimpses of these variables are found in the work of Jupille and Caporaso. It
is also worth stressing that Jupille and Caporaso did not adapt their frame-
work; Bretherton and Vogler, in their later work, reduced the number of
requirements necessary to define capability, elaborated the cohesion dimen-
sion and revised the notion of actor.

That Bretherton and Vogler refined their actor notion emphasizes a more
fundamental issue: the lack of academic consensus on what constitutes an
international actor (Bretherton and Vogler 1999; Jupille and Caporaso 1998).
Indeed, ‘global influence’ (Cosgrove and Twitchett 1970: 12), ‘direct impact’
(Cosgrove and Twitchett 1970: 12), ‘actor capability’ (Sjöstedt 1977: 15),
‘causal importance’ (Jupille and Caporaso 1998: 224), ‘volition’ (Bretherton
and Vogler 1999: 44) and ‘causal powers’ (Bretherton and Vogler 1999: 44)
are variations on the same theme, but variations nonetheless. This conceptual
fog clouds the clarity of actorness by association: actorness measures the
degree to which an entity qualifies as an international actor, so the lack of a
universally accepted definition of the latter complicates a universally accepta-
ble definition of the former. Importantly, this confusion has not decreased
the popularity of actorness; to the contrary. In fact, the first question raised
in the introduction of this article (i.e., ‘What accounts for the enduring
appeal and utility of actorness?’) cannot be fully answered by referring to
(the academic interest in) the EU’s promise and practice of being an inter-
national actor. The notion’s seemingly endless and largely accepted flexibility
represents a second answer. The importance of this addition is confirmed
by both the frameworks of Bretherton and Vogler and Jupille and Caporaso:
they are highly popular among actorness scholars, though often used with
a twist (Brattberg and Rhinard 2013).

More generally, while scholars do not always make their choices explicit,
they seem principally driven by empirics rather than theory. As a result,
some kind of cottage industry has flourished around actorness, generating
a multitude and variety of criteria and frameworks. Mixing and matching
may serve individual scholars well. It comes, however, at the detriment of
the field of study. Tailored criteria can provide a detailed understanding of
the EU’s functioning in a specific case. Nonetheless, they complicate compari-
sons over time, across policies and settings, and, resultantly, knowledge-
building. They may even result in a self-fulfilling prophecy of uniqueness.
Few scholars explain in detail why they use actorness to substantiate their
claims. Those who justify their usage mention different reasons. They describe
actorness as a useful instrument for measuring an entity’s potential influence
in international relations, but mainly as helpful heuristic device to study the
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most relevant elements of the EU’s capacity to act (Brattberg and Rhinard
2012, 2013; see also Huigens and Niemann 2011; Pieper et al. 2011). Actorness
is said to accommodate the specific characteristics of the EU without ignoring
the international context (Bretherton and Vogler 1999; Delreux 2014; Dries-
kens 2008; Koops 2011) or having to deal with theoretical debate (Huigens
and Niemann 2011), institutional analysis, effectiveness concerns (Dryburgh
2008), indications based on statehood, or rationality (Brattberg and Rhinard
2013). By contrast, it allows for studying these characteristics and their devel-
opment based on criteria also used to evaluate other actors in international
relations (Toje 2008). Also important to emphasize is that (EU) scholars use
actorness in various ways and to various extents. Some merely use it for lab-
elling and framing their work, others for organizing and guiding their argu-
ment. Like the variation in operationalization, this complicates meaningful
comparison. It is against this background that the remainder of this article
should be read.

State of the art

One of the most striking features of the recent literature is its strong bias
towards the EU. Other entities, like violent non-state actors or other regional
organizations, are explored through the actorness lens, but the number of
non-EU applications remains low (Ayndinli 2013; Hulse 2014). Comparison
seems to be on the rise, though, with scholars comparing the EU’s actorness
to countries (Brattberg and Rhinard 2013) and to other regional organizations
(Wunderlich 2012a, 2012b; see also Hettne and Soderbaum 2005). Within the
study of the EU, actorness has become a polyvalent concept. It has been
applied to myriad cases of EU co-operation and representation. It frames
research on well established topics like foreign and security policy (Brattberg
and Rhinard 2012, 2013; Costa 2013; Dryburgh 2008; Greiçevci 2011), environ-
mental and climate policy (Delreux 2014; Groen and Niemann 2013; Groenleer
and van Schaik 2007), trade policy (Bretherton and Vogler 2013; da Conceição-
Heldt 2014; Gehring et al. 2013), neighbourhood policy (Bengtsson 2008;
Börzel and van Hüllen 2014) and the EU’s functioning at the UN (Drieskens
2008; Kissack 2008; Wunderlich 2012a). Likewise, it also contextualizes new
and/or niche research such as the EU’s handling of the Arctic region (Pieper
et al. 2011) or its involvement in space governance (Béclard 2013).

Frequent use does not mean uncritical use. A first, if not the main, concern
is the operationalization of actorness. Issues of measurement and observation
top the list of complaints (Brattberg and Rhinard 2012; da Conceição-Heldt
and Meunier 2014; Delreux 2014; Drieskens 2008; Dryburgh 2008). Scholars
point at overlap and duplication, even contradiction, between the criteria
used for operationalization (Gehring et al. 2013; Groen and Niemann 2013;
Huigens and Niemann 2011; Kissack 2008; Koops 2010). The criteria fail to
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grasp the complexities of (EU) reality (Costa 2013; Kissack 2008) and do not
allow to separate EU and member state action (Gehring et al. 2013), are
inward-looking (Brattberg and Rhinard 2013; Niemann and Bretherton 2013)
and prioritize legal, rationalist or constructivist factors (Brattberg and
Rhinard 2012). Also, they are used as constitutive factors rather than as vari-
ables (Gehring et al. 2013). As a result, scholars argue that the actorness cri-
teria and their interaction should be re(de)fined to better cover the EU’s
functioning (Brattberg and Rhinard 2012). Others go further, claiming the cri-
teria used should be rooted in broader theories, thus leaving behind the idea
of the EU as a sui generis actor (Drieskens 2008; Gehring et al. 2013).

Relatedly, scholars criticize actorness’ close, even inextricable, link to the
study of the EU (Hulse 2014; Niemann and Bretherton 2013). Some view an
EU focus as unproblematic (Cmakalova and Rolenc 2012); others stress that
alternative operationalizations are needed to take actorness beyond the EU
(Hulse 2014; Wunderlich 2012a, 2012b). Proponents for change indicate that
the current practice merely allows for observing that an entity is similar to
or different from the EU, not for measuring the extent to which it resembles
an international actor (Hulse 2014). In fact, a growing group of scholars doubts
whether actorness research holds the right focus and asks the right questions
(da Conceição-Heldt and Meunier 2014; Niemann and Bretherton 2013). The
belief has grown that the real question is not whether the EU classifies as
an international actor, but whether its activities and policies have significance
on the international scene (Smith 2010).

Two recent special issues are exemplary of this effectiveness ‘turn’ (Bratt-
berg and Rhinard 2013: 359) – one edited by Niemann and Bretherton for
International Relations in 2013, another edited by da Conceição-Heldt and
Meunier for the Journal of European Public Policy in 2014. Advocating a shift
away to actor effectiveness, Niemann and Bretherton aim for a reassessment
of the actorness criteria developed by Bretherton and Vogler (Niemann and
Bretherton 2013). While they formulate a set of guiding questions to
provide coherence, they do not impose a common framework upon their
contributors. By contrast, da Conceição-Heldt and Meunier explore the
(cor-)relation between internal cohesiveness and external effectiveness by
elaborating the criteria of Jupille and Caporaso (da Conceição-Heldt and
Meunier 2014). Their decision to introduce a common framework proves fruit-
ful: it generates insights that are only revealed at an aggregate level. Introdu-
cing a sequential approach to cohesiveness, they find that internal
cohesiveness cannot occur unless the other three dimensions are fulfilled
(autonomy, authority, recognition; see above). At the same time, they estab-
lish that EU actorness is a complex reality with different configurations of
internal cohesiveness and effectiveness (see below). As such, these special
issues may add fodder to the pessimist’s fire: if definitive conclusions are dif-
ficult to reach with common questions and frameworks, are they at all
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possible without? Put differently, doesn’t the widespread practice of mixing
and matching prohibit answering the second question raised in the introduc-
tion (i.e., ‘What does actorness teach about the EU?’) in a satisfying way?

Granted, this practice impedes definitive conclusions on (EU) actorness.
Also, it means that an exhaustive overview of the insights from actorness
research would require more space than this article allows. But it does not
imply that actorness research is limited to providing anecdotic evidence.
Some general patterns crystallize when reading different studies together,
notably studies in which actorness is used in a rigorous and systematic way.
For instance, actorness teaches some important lessons in relation to the
EU’s functioning in today’s world of challenge and change. In fact, most
actorness scholars would not be very surprised with the obstacles that the
EU faces today, some even anticipated them. Few scholars are very positive
about the EU’s actorness in their field of study (see, for instance, Groenleer
and van Schaik 2007) and those taking a more comprehensive and long-
term perspective tend to be particularly negative. Bretherton and Vogler,
for instance, define the EU as ‘a global actor past its peak’ (Bretherton and
Vogler 2013: 375). They indicate that EU actorness reached an all-time high
after the Cold War, but has been in decline since the mid-2000s and will be
even more so in the years to come (see also Niemann and Bretherton
2013). Actorness scholars would encourage the EU to do some soul-searching,
reflecting in particular on how it has approached reform in recent years,
notably through the Lisbon Treaty. They would indicate that there is no evi-
dence that more EU necessarily implies more EU actorness. On the contrary,
EU actorness does not require formal membership (Gehring et al. 2013;
Huigens and Niemann 2011), direct representation (Drieskens 2008, 2015b;
Sjöstedt 1977) or supranationalism (Groenleer and Van Schaik 2007; Dryburgh
2008). It does, however, imply a closer look at the outside world.

Indeed, actorness research shows that the EU’s functioning is influenced by
the external context in which it operates. Da Conceição-Heldt and Meunier
(2014) find that the relationship between internal and external cohesiveness
is conditioned by this context (see also Delreux 2014; Greiçevici 2011). In a
similar vein, Bretherton and Vogler write that the Lisbon Treaty may increase
the EU’s presence and capability, but because of changes in the external
context, the opportunities for EU actorness have decreased. Moreover, the
impact of the external context is not confined to external events; as today’s
events make painfully clear, external perceptions on internal divisions like
‘a difficult renegotiation of UK membership’ can have ‘deleterious’ conse-
quences (Bretherton and Vogler 2013: 387). Importantly, an outward-
looking perspective adds another warning: actorness is not exclusively an
EU privilege (Hulse 2014; Wunderlich 2012b; see also Ayundali 2013). The
EU may be unique for its institutional set-up. However, n is not 1 but many
when it comes to the ambition of being an international actor (see below).
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Way forward

Following the state of the art, any suggestions for future research should
recognize that the undulations in actorness research can be seen through
two opposing lenses. Pessimists would see little reason to celebrate the
notion’s fast-approaching fiftieth anniversary. They would take issue with
the fact that actorness is used on an almost axiomatic basis for studying
the EU’s international functioning and even as justification for treating it as
a unique case. Also, they would see an accumulation of studies rather than
of knowledge, marking a young field of study rather than a research tradition
almost half a century old. In fact, pessimists would see little progress com-
pared with the early years of European integration, when Puchala (1970:
117) framed the study of the literature in terms of an unsatisfactory ‘kaleido-
scopic experience’. For sure, many would criticize the widespread practice of
cherry-picking and argue that actorness comes in too many flavours. Others
would put existential challenges on the table. These critics would question
the use of actorness without consensus on what constitutes an international
actor. Also, they would think of it as a relic of the past. Indeed, the notion ori-
ginated in a world where nation-states dominated international relations.
Echoes of this world reverberate in actorness research through a returning
concern for (state-like) unity among the EU member states, even though
more recent literature doubts the importance of this unity for the EU’s inter-
national impact (Macaj and Nicolaïdis 2014). Moreover, within the study of the
EU, actorness has faced increasing competition from alternative conceptualiz-
ations that explain the EU’s power by referring to its unique identity in world
politics (Manners 2010). Prioritizing being over acting, these approaches argue
that the EU has international impact because it is different from other (state)
actors.

Optimists, however, would advocate a kinder treatment. Seeing the
notion’s versatility as a key strength, they would argue that actorness has suc-
cessfully weathered the test of time. Indeed, serving as a heuristic device, it
has provided a substantial amount of empirical knowledge in the EU’s inter-
national functioning, but also some more general insights. Some would
explain fragmentation in the notion’s use as testimony to the richness and
nuance of scholarship; others may argue that variation is also a reality in
other literatures. As an example, conceptualizations have mushroomed over
the years in the EU identity/power literature referred to above. Actorness
scholars indicate that this literature faces methodological challenges as
well, particularly in terms of measurement (Huigens and Niemann 2011;
Niemann and Bretherton 2013). Also, they wonder whether this literature
puts the proverbial cart before the horse: can one really understand the
EU’s identity or power without a better knowledge of actorness? In fact, the
same could be said about the recent focus on effectiveness.
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Perhaps the most important difference between these two literatures, opti-
mists would claim, is that actorness discourages navel-gazing, thus providing
scholars with a more nuanced understanding of the EU’s role in international
affairs. Or, at the very least, it holds the potential to do so. This potential is
rooted in two features embedded in the concept: first, it encourages the
inclusion of systemic variables into the analysis; and second, being in
essence an indicator, it suggests a comparative perspective of the EU’s inter-
national persona. Unlocking this knowledge potential requires actorness to be
operationalized in a sufficiently balanced and generic way. Internal and exter-
nal variables must be balanced, and tailored criteria must be deduced.
Accordingly, optimists would be pleased with the growing willingness to
take actorness research to a more systematic level and beyond the EU.
Some may see a window of opportunity for a fresh start; others may even
dream aloud of bringing to fruition the early writers’ ambition, namely a
theory of actorness.

Conclusions that are comparative or, at least, comparable are instrumental
for the completion of this ambition. So how can they be achieved? When
looking for answers to the third question raised in the introduction (i.e., ‘How
can future research enforce the strengths of actorness and remedy its weak-
nesses?’), optimists are advised to reach out to the pessimists to convert their
concerns into action. Given the EU’s prominent role in actorness research,
a logical first step towards improvement would be to put the house of EU actor-
ness in order. Here, the focus should shift from actorness as a heuristic aid for
researching the EU’s functioning to the EU being a case for understanding the
realities of actorness. The state of the art suggests that the streamlining of
research would be helpful, even necessary, to strengthen research. Yet this
research agenda does not introduce a single definition or operationalization.
Legitimacy and validity issues easily could surface owing to a lack of consensus
on the qualities of an international actor and the dominant focus on the EU in
most actorness research. Moreover, it is possible to streamline actorness
research without doing so, though on the condition that whatever ones are
used are clear (Moravcsik 2014). True, streamlining pluralistic research is no
small task, and accepting this approach means extending the horizon for
theorizing actorness. Nonetheless, given the status quo, this approach seems
to hold the most promise for really moving forward.

Three changes are proposed in this regard. First, scholars need to establish
conceptual clarity on actorness. They should explain their interpretation of
actorness at the outset and, thus, how they conceptualize an international
actor. Scholars should no longer use actorness as a term of conceptual
convenience for the EU’s international functioning, but specify whether it
refers to role, effect, impact, influence, relevance, potential, capacity, power,
effectiveness, impingement … or some combination of these. Second, actor-
ness evaluations should be guided by mutually exclusive, yet inextricably
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linked, criteria. Scholars should define criteria used, justify their choice and
explain the complementarity between them. Third, scholars should more per-
sistently ask how their conclusions could be generalized beyond both the
specific case and beyond the EU. In all their simplicity, these suggestions
are no magic potion. But, given the state of the art, they may do wonders if
implemented consistently.

As the third recommendation already suggests, the work does not stop here.
This is particularly so if one aims for a general theory of actorness rather than a
theory of EU actorness. Realizing this ambition implies moving actorness
research (again) beyond the EU and thus a second shift, from actorness as a
relevant tool for explaining the EU’s functioning to actorness as an explanatory
theory with relevance beyond the EU. Two changes in research patterns may
facilitate this shift. First, like in the early years of European integration, scholars
should engage in more and more consistent comparison of the EU with other
entities. Second, they should more frequently exclude the EU from actorness
research. This permits verification of whether the criteria EU scholars use to
measure actorness sufficiently capture actorness’ empirical realities. More
specifically, do the tailored concepts that are useful for studying the EU in a
specific context have general validity? It is, for instance, interesting to note
that the influence of collectives like the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and
South Africa) or OIC (Organization of Islamic Countries) has grown at the detri-
ment of the EU, even though they can hardly be seen as institutional copies of
the EU. Excluding the EU from research can result in more profound, valid
knowledge of actorness, but will also benefit research on the EU, embedding
it in wider international affairs practice and knowledge. Moreover, broadening
and deepening knowledge on actorness, this second shift can also improve
the understanding of the underlying notion of actor, which strengthens the
decision not to introduce a single definition or operationalization of actorness
as well as the choice to rethink rather than abandon the notion at the eve of its
fiftieth anniversary. True, time will tell if these changes are put into practice,
but what better opportunity for tacking stock and moving forward than the
celebration of this landmark occasion?
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